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CONTA NER, 

John M. Hothersal, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to 
American Can Company, New York, N. Y., a 
corporation of New Jersey 
Application March 29, 1935, Serial No. 13,763 

Claims, 

The present invention relates to fibre containers 
for packaging liquids and has particular reference 
to a construction of fibre body and fibre ends 
together with closure elements for one end Which 
will insure maintenance of Sanitation in a Cons 
tainer prior to and following the filling of the 
Same with liquid and at the same time will lend 
itself to certain manufacturing and marketing 
conditions as will be hereinafter Set forth, 
In some respects the instant invention is an 

improvement on my pending application filed in 
the United States Patent Office March 2, i933, as 
Serial Number 659,255 on Container. 
Aparticular adaptation of the present invention 

relates to packaging milk and is designed among 
other things to facilitate the filling of the milk 
at the dairy, the delivery of the milk from the 
dairy to the ultimate consumer and to easy open 
ing and dispensing by the latter. This milk de 
livery feature is usually a daily house to house 
incident which now largely involves glass bottles. 
While the act of filling and the act of delivery 
may at first be considered to be only remotely 
incidental to the present invention, upon reflec 
tion it becomes evident that the container of the 
invention may be said to be concerned in point of 
time with its receipt in sealed condition at the 
dairy and its opening, filling and resealing, then 
with its delivery to the housewife, itS opening by 
her and the final dispensing Or emptying of the 
container. 

Fibre bottles or containers have already been 
used in a small way to take the place of the ordi 
nary glass bottle in packaging milk and Such fibre 
bottles have been and are advantageous in pro 
viding single service packages. However, the 
fibre containers heretofore used for packaging 
milk have left much to be desired in simplicity 
of handling of the container and in Creating and 
maintaining germ-free conditions in the con 
tainer prior to and following the filling of the 
milk therein, and it is to overcoming such major 
problems that the present invention is directed. 
An object of the present invention is the pro 

vision of an improved sealing and closing element 
in a fibre container which closing element is en 
bodied in a container adapted to be made and 
sealed in a can factory where facilities are present 
for carrying on the work of manufacture in the 
most expeditious manner and under the best of 
sanitary conditions. 
The container of the instant invention, like 

that disclosed in my pending application referred 
to above, is hermetically sealed and closed against 
the entrance of germs when it is received in the 

(Cl. 229-7) 
dairy preparatory to filling. With such a sani 
tary package it is only necessary for the dairy to 
Open, fill and reclose the same. 
The construction of the container of the instant 

invention has been simplified as much as possible 
so that these operations of opening, filling and 
reclosing Will require relatively simple machinery 
in the dairy, Such machinery and operation being 
carried out so that there will not be the danger 
of contamination or recontamination of either 
the milk going into the container, or of the vari 
ous parts of the container which come into con 
tact With the milk. 
A further object of the invention is the provision 

of a fibre container of the character described 
which is particularly adaptable to easy opening 
and simple reclosing so that the container may be 
filled and the milk sealed therein by relatively 
simple steps which entirely prevent or at least 
reduce any danger of contamination to a mini 

. 

The invention further contemplates the con 
struction of a fibre milk container or bottle com 
posed almost entirely of fibre parts which after 
assembly as a completed unit are liquid proofed 
both inside and out with paraffin or other suit 
able coating. 
Numerous other objects and advantages of the 

invention Will be apparent as it is better under 
stood from the following description, which, taken 
in connection with the accompanying drawing, 
discloses a preferred embodiment thereof. 
Referring to the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a container 

embodying the present invention and illustrating 
the Same Sealed and in the condition it is received 
at the dairy prior to filling. 

Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the same; 
Fig. 3 is a plan Sectional view showing the 

container body as viewed along the section line 
3-3 in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of the con 
tainer after it has been filled and placed into a 
Suspended position, this being a position in which 
the container may be disposed by the dairyman 
when he delivers it to the housewife, parts of the 
container being broken away; 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary Sectional detail of the 
filled container after it has been opened and its 
liquid contents is being dispensed; and 

Fig. 6 is a detail Vertical sectional view on line 
6-6 of Fig. 2 and showing the proximity of the 
expanded closure plug of the container to the 
reenforced rim or end seam of the latter. 
The container shown in the drawing and which 
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Constitutes the embodiment of the invention at 
present preferred consists primarily of a rec 
tangular body having a bottom closure 2 and 
a top closure f3. 
The body f is preferably formed from a single 

sheet of fibrous material which is folded to pro 
vide four Side walls 4 which in the present em 
bodiment are of equal width and equal height, 
thus constituting a Square body in cross Section 
(Fig. 3). Two of the vertical sides of the body 
blank are each provided with a flap 5 and these 
two flaps are joined along a vertical overlapping 
seam 6 which may beformed at one corner or in 
any other position of the body. 
The bottom closure 2 is preferably blanked 

from a flat disc of fibrous material and is then 
interlocked with the bottom end of the body to 
form the container. The bottom joint of this 
interlocked union is provided by the body being 
beaded inwardly at 7 to form an inwardly pro 
jecting circumferentially disposed bead 8 on 
which the bottom closure 2 is seated. The 
terminal or marginal edges of the body adja 
cent its botton end are then bent over as at 9 to 
confine the marginal edges of the bottom cloSure 
and to hold the same securely against the periph 
eral bead 8, this completing the interlocked 
joint. 
The top closure f3 is similarly interlocked with 

the upper edge of the body and for this purpose 
the walls of the latter are bent inwardly at 2 to 
provide an inwardly projecting circumferentially 
disposed bead 22. The top closure 3 is perma 
nently seated on this bead and its terminal edges 
are bent over at 23 to confine the marginal edges 
of the top closure member. Top closure 3 is also 
provided with a discharge opening 24 which is 
located adjacent one corner of the container. 
A fibrous auxiliary closure member 25 is also 

provided and is located exteriorly of the top clo 
sure f3. The center portion of this auxiliary 
member is secured to the top closure in any suit 
able manner as by staples 26 which pass through 
both auxiliary and top closure parts and are 
clinched under on the inside of the container. 
One end section of the closure member 25 lays 

over the opening 24 of the top member and is 
formed with a drawn plug section 2 which is 
adapted when the container is first assembled to 
fit within and close the discharge opening 24 by 
completely filling the same. The plug section in 
its inserted position is adjacent one corner of 
the container and its outer part is extended be 
yond the opening 24 and toward the corner where 
it forms a finger tab 28. This tab normally rests 
down against the turned back portion 23 of the 
body wall where it extends adjacent the corner. 
A hanging tab 29 is formed on the opposite side 

Of the attached central part of the auxiliary 
closuremember 25 and is preferably provided with 
an opening 30. This portion of the auxiliary 
closure member lies directly against the outer 
surface of the top closure 3 when the container 
parts are first assembled. 
The formed container comprising the three 

principal elements, namely, body fi, ends 2 and 
3 and also the auxiliary closure member 25, are 
covered inside and out with a liquid proofing 
material such as paraffin. In this coating step 
in the manufacture of the container it has been 
found satisfactory to dip and completely Sub 
merge the container into a heated and liquid 
paraffin bath and to also fill the container with 
paraffin. This is done in a can manufacturing 
plant where germ free conditions are efficiently 
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maintained and in addition the heated paraffin 
itself has a decided germicidal action. 

In order to properly fill the container with the 
liquid paraffin in this coating step, the auxiliary 
closure member is flexed along its central stapled 
Section as the plug 27 is pulled out of the dis 
charge opening 29. This liquid contacts all in 
terior surfaces including the exposed ends of the 
staples 26. While the paraffin is still in its heated 
and liquid form, it is drained from the container 
and the plug Section 27 is immediately returned 
to its normal position within the discharge open 
ing 24. This is done before the liquid paraffin 
congeals and the paraffin remaining on all of the 
interior Surfaces and that which flows between 
the plug and the walls Surrounding the discharge 
Opening SetS as it cools. A lining 3 on the in 
side of the container results and provides a liquid 
proof coating. 
On the exterior of the container there is also 

a continuous lining 32 of protecting paraffin. 
These two coatings 3, 32 insure a liquid proofed, 
germ proofed container which is hermetically 
Sealed against any entrance of germs. It is in this 
Sealed condition that the container is sent to the 
dairyman and it therefore makes little difference 
when the container is filled inasmuch as it re 
mains completely sanitary as long as its plug Sec 
tion 27 is in closing position. 
When the container is received at the dairy 

and is ready to be filled the plug section 27 is 
again lifted from the discharge opening 24 by 
manipulation of the finger tab 28 and an opening 
or entrance into the container is thus effected. 
However, such an opening need only be sufficient 
to receive a filling nozzle which may be partial 
ly projected into the container. In some cases 
it has been found advantageous at this time to 
heat the paraffined container adjacent its corner 
where the discharge opening 24 is located so that 
the plug Section of the auxiliary closure member 
can be more easily removed, 
The container is then filled with the milk or 

other liquid if other liquid is being handled, the 
Contents being designated by the numeral 33. 
The plug Section 27 is again returned into place 
Within the opening and the finger tab 28 is again 
brought down on the top of the container. At 
this time the plug Section 27 is preferably slight 
ly altered in shape by a Suitable expanding tool 
or otherwise which forms a circumferential bead 
35 (Fig. 4). The bead is pressed out from the 
side wall of the plug Section 27 and is directly 
beneath the top closure f3. This effectively seals 
the filled container and holds the plug section of 
the auxiliary member in closing position. 
This is the condition of the filled container 

when delivered to the housewife by the diary. In 
Some instances it is desirable to hang the bottle 
in a convenient position and when this is done 
the hanging tab. 29 may be bent into a vertical 
position as disclosed in Fig. 4. The opening 30 
of the tab may then be slipped Over a supporting 
hook 36 secured into a suitable position on a wall 
or other Supporting structure 37. 
When the milk is to be used by the housewife 

she catches hold of the finger tab 28 and lifts 
the plug section 27 from the discharge opening 
24, the expanded bead section 35thereupon snap 
ping out of the discharge opening. The liquid 33 
can thereupon be easily poured from the bottle 
by a mere tipping of the same as indicated in 
Fig. 5. 

It is thought that the invention and many of 
its attendant advantages Will be understood from 
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2,085,979 
the foregoing description, and it will be apparent 
that various changes may be made in the form, 
construction and arrangement of the parts with 
out departing from the Spirit and scope of the 
invention or sacrificing all of its material ad 
vantages, the form hereinbefore described being 
merely a preferred embodiment thereof. 

I claim: 
1. A container for liquids, comprising a fibre 

body terminating at its opposite ends in inward 
ly projecting marginal portions, a fibre end per 
manently Secured to said body, said end having 
a discharge opening, and a fibre auxiliary mem 
ber hingedly secured to Said end adjacent Said 
discharge Opening and having a plug Section 
adapted to enter and close the same, said plug 
Section being expanded inside of the wall of Said 
end to more effectively close said opening, said 
auxiliary member also having a finger tab adja 
cent said plug section and overlying the inward 
ly projecting marginal body portions to permit 
lifting of the latter from its seat in Said dis 
charge opening to uncover the Same and to open 
said container. 

2. A container for liquids, comprising a fibre 
body, a fibre end permanently secured to said 
body, said end having a discharge opening, and a 
fibre auxiliary closure member mounted on the 
outside of Said end and having its Central por 
tion secured thereto, said closure member being 
formed with a plug section adapted to enter into 
and close said end discharge opening and also 
being formed with a finger tab extended beyond 
its plug section and on the same side of its at 
tached central portion by means of Which Said 
plug section is lifted from its closing position 
inside of said discharge Opening when the Con 
tainer is opened the while bending the central 
portion of said closure member, the latter also 
extending on the opposite side of its attached 
central portion into a hanging tab which is bend 
able into right angle position for Supporting Said 
Container. 

tangular fibre body, a rectangular fibre end per 
manently secured to one end of said body, said 
end having a discharge opening located adjacent 
one corner and centered on a diagonal line ex 
tending between its adjacent corner and its op 
posite corner, and a fibre auxiliary closure mem 
ber located on the outside face of said end and 
centered on said diagonal line and hingedly Se 
cured centrally of said end, said closure member 
being formed at one side of said hinge with a 
drawn plug section which extends into and closes 
said discharge opening when the container is 
closed, said closure including a portion extend 
ing on the opposite side of said hinge to consti 
tute a hinging tab adapted to be bent into right 
angle position for supporting the container, said 
plug section being lifted to remove it from its 
closing position and to open the container when 
said closure member is bent adjacent its at 
tached Center. 

4. A container for liquids, comprising a fibre 
body terminating at its opposite ends in inward 
ly projecting marginal portions, a fibre end per 
manently secured to said body, said end having 
a discharge opening, and a fibre auxiliary closure 
member hingedly secured to said end adjacent 
said discharge opening and adapted to cover the 
same, said closure member having a finger tab 
portion overlying said inwardly projecting mar 
ginal portion and an impervious coating distrib 
uted on all exposed interior and exterior Surfaces 

3. A container for liquids, comprising a rec 

3 
of said container when said discharge Opening is 
covered by said closure member to hermetically 
Seal the Container. 

5. A rectangular fibre container for liquids, 
comprising a liquid proof tubular fibre body, said 
body at one end terminating in an inwardly pro 
jecting peripheral flange, and a fibre end men 
ber for closing the end of said tubular body, 
said end member having its Outer annular mar 
ginal edge firmly held in engagement with said 
inwardly projecting flange to provide a Surround 
ing reenforced rim at said body end, said end 
member having a discharge opening at one cor 
ner adjacent said reenforced rim, and an aux 
iliary closure member including a plug section 
adapted to extend into and close said discharge 
opening, said plug section having a portion fix 
edly secured to said end member at a point 
spaced substantially diagonally inward from said 
corner, said plug section being adapted to be 
expanded laterally below said end member to 
extend substantially to spaced portions of said re 
enforced rim adjacent said corner after the con 
tainer is filled, whereby said rim cooperates with 
said plug section to reenforce the latter against 
inadvertent disengagement from the end mem 
ber due to sudden shocks and strains. 

6. A rectangular fiber container for liquids 
having a flat end member secured to a tubular 
fiber body, said body at its top end being bent 
obliquely in Wardly to form a rigid supporting 
truss portion to brace the body wall against 
inward and outward movement, then being bent 
horizontally outward at a relatively sharp angle 
and thence horizontally in Ward in Spaced rela 
tion to the said horizontal outward Wall to form 
an end closure supporting shoulder and receiving 
channel, said flat end member having its mar 
ginal edge firmly held in said receiving channel 
and providing a reenforced seam, said end mem 
ber having a round dispensing opening adjacent 
One corner of the end member and adjacent the 
Sean, and an auxiliary closure member includ 
ing a removable plug section for entering and 
closing Said opening, said plug section having a 
portion fixedly secured to said end member at 
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a point Spaced Substantially diagonally inward 
from said corner and having a flat peripheral 
flange for overlapping said seam at its adja 
Cent corner to form a Seal thereWith, said plug 
Section being adapted to enter said dispensing 
Opening to contact the edges thereof, the ver. 
tical wall of said plug Section being adapted to 
be expanded OutWardly below said end member 
Whereby said reenforced seam cooperates with 
said plug member in its engagement beneath the 
end member to further reenforce the plug sec 
tion against inadvertent opening of the closure 
and displacement of the plug section due to Sud 
den shocks and Strains. 

7. A rectangular fibre container for liquids, 
comprising a liquid proof tubular fibre body, 
said body at one end terminating in an inwardly 
projecting peripheral flange, and a fibre end 
member for closing the end of said tubular body, 
said end member having its outer annular mar 
ginal edge firmly held in engagement with said 
inwardly projecting flange to provide a surround 
ing reenforced rim at said body end, said end 
member having a discharge Opening at One cor 
ner adjacent said reenforced rim, and an aux 
iliary closure member including a plug Section 
adapted to extend into and close said discharge 
opening, said plug section having a peripheral 
flange for overlapping Said rim at its adjacent 
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4. 
corner to form a seal therewith and having a 
portion fixedly secured to said end member at a 
point spaced substantially diagonally inward 
from said corner, said plug section being adapted 
to be expanded laterally below said end mem 
ber to extend substantially to spaced portions 
of said reenforced rim adjacent said corner aft 
er the container is filled, whereby said rim co 
operates with said plug section to reenforce the 

10 latter against inadvertent disengagement from 
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the end member due to sudden shocks and strains, 
said container parts being covered with an im 
pervious coating to render them liquid proof and 
to form a sealing means between said overlap 
ping peripheral flange of Said plug section and 
Said reenforced rim and between said expanded 
plug. Section and the walls of said dispensing Opening. 

JOHN MI. HOTHERSALL. 0 


